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ABSTRACT

In the present study, the contributions of spatial and object features to chimpanzees’ comprehension of scale models were examined. Seven chimpanzees that previously demonstrated the ability to use a scale model as an information source for the location of a hidden item were tested under conditions manipulating the feature correspondence and spatial-relational correspondence between objects in the model and an outdoor enclosure. In Experiment 1, subjects solved the task under two conditions in which one object cue (color or shape) was unavailable, but positional cues remained. Additionally, performance was above chance under a third condition in which both types of object cues, but not position cues, were available. In Experiment 2, 2 subjects solved the task under a condition in which shape and color object cues were simultaneously unavailable. The results suggest that, much like young children, chimpanzees are sensitive to both object and spatial-relational correspondences between a model and its referent.

Understanding and effectively using a physical representation of space, such as a scale model or map, requires the ability to recognize the item-to-item correspondences and the spatial-relational correspondence between the representation and the real space to which it refers (Bluestein & Acredolo, 1979; Huttenlocher, Newcombe, & Vasilyeva, 1999; Marzolf, DeLoache, & Kolstad, 1999). That is, one has to attend to the objects and spatial relations in one space and recognize their correspondence to the relations in another space. How and when humans come to understand these correspondences has been the focus of much work in developmental psychology (e.g., DeLoache, 1987, 1991; Huttenlocher et al., 1999; Liben & Downs, 1989).

DeLoache has approached this question in her innovative research program exploring children’s ability to understand the representational nature of a scale model (e.g., DeLoache, 1987; DeLoache, Kolstad, & Anderson, 1991; Marzolf et al., 1999). She and her colleagues have found that after witnessing a miniature item being hidden in a scale model of a room, 3-year-olds can locate a full-size item hidden in the analogous location in the real room. There are potentially three ways that children might determine
where the item is hidden and solve this task. First, they can recognize solely the correspondence between the individual hiding sites in the model and the room (object-landmark correspondence). Second, they can attend only to the correspondence in the spatial layout among the sites in the model and room (relational-geometric correspondence). Or third, they can recognize and use both types of correspondence.

Marzolf et al. (1999) have shown that children are sensitive to both the relational and the object correspondence between the model and room. They found that 3-year-olds had difficulty solving the scale-model task if the spatial relations among the objects in the model did not match the relations among objects in the room. That is, the absence of relational cues posed a problem for young children as they tried to map from model to room. It is important to note, however, that in this study, the incongruency between the spatial relations in the model and room was not the only factor causing children to have difficulty recognizing the model-room correspondence. Children had difficulty only under a condition in which relational correspondence was not present and a shortened version of the pretest introduction that was usually included in the orientation was given. Children who were tested under a condition in which the full orientation was given, yet spatial relations were incongruent, were able to solve the task by relying on object correspondence alone. Thus, the authors concluded that relational correspondence is recognized, but is one of many factors influencing performance. Consistent with this interpretation is the demonstration that when 3-year-olds are tested in a model task in which the hiding sites are perceptually identical (and, thus, object cues are unavailable), there is a decrement in performance compared with the standard conditions during which hiding sites are perceptually unique (Blades & Cooke, 1994; Marzolf, 1996).

The ability of 3-year-olds to recognize relational correspondence is further supported by Huttenlocher et al. (1999). In their study, the majority of 3-year-old children demonstrated scaling ability, a requisite to understanding correspondence of spatial relations. These children were able to understand how the distance on a map corresponded to a distance in the real world. Together, the model and map studies demonstrate that by the age of 3, children recognize when two spaces correspond in terms of the spatial relations among their components.

The present study addressed the question of whether animals, adept at using landmarks and geometric relations between landmarks in navigation (e.g., Cheng, 1986; Gouteux, Thinus-Blanc, & Vaucclair, in press; Gouteux, Vaucclair, & Thinus-Blanc, 1999; Spetch et al., 1997), can understand representational depictions of these relations such as maps or scale models. Until recently, it was not known if a nonhuman species can detect any correspondence between a physical representation of space and its referent. In two studies (Kuhlmeier & Boysen, in press-a; Kuhlmeier, Boysen, & Mukobi, 1999), we found that chimpanzees were able to solve a scale-model task that was similar to DeLoache's (e.g., 1987). In our original scale-model study (Kuhlmeier et al., 1999), the subjects observed as a miniature juice bottle was hidden within a scale model of an outdoor enclosure. The chimpanzees were then allowed to search the full-size enclosure to find a full bottle of juice that was hidden in the analogous location. Three, and under some conditions 4, out of the 7 chimpanzees tested were able to solve this task and find the juice on the first search attempt. With this procedure, however, the juice reward could ultimately be obtained on every trial by simply continuing to search the other sites. We then modified the task by hiding an empty bottle of juice within the enclosure, and making reward contingent upon correct search choices (Kuhlmeier & Boysen, in press-a). Under this procedure, the performance of the previously unsuccessful chimpanzees improved to significantly above chance. These studies demonstrated that, much like the children who were successful in DeLoache's experiments, the chimpanzees were able to solve the task, and to do so without prior training.
What remains unknown is how the chimpanzees solved the task. That is, were they relying on object correspondences, relational correspondences, or some combination of both? Successful recognition of both kinds of cues would imply that chimpanzees and young children solve the scale-model task in a similar manner. Thus, testing adult chimpanzees might provide evidence that a nonverbal species has cognitive abilities similar to those seen to emerge in 3-year-old children for reasoning about two spaces in terms of their spatial relations. In the present experiments, we examined the influence of spatial and object correspondence on chimpanzees’ comprehension of scale models. Experiment 1 examined the influence of these cues by systematically removing position (spatial) and color and shape (object) cues, and in Experiment 2, solving the scale-model task was solely dependent on the recognition of the spatial-relational correspondence between the model and enclosure.

**EXPERIMENT 1**

In Experiment 1, chimpanzees were tested under three conditions that manipulated the object cues of color and shape and the spatial-relational cue of position. It should be noted that each of the chimpanzee subjects had been pilot-tested under these conditions a year prior to the present study (see Kuhlmeier, 2000, and Kuhlmeier & Boysen, in press-b). However, the trials were conducted using a procedure, detailed in the introduction, that has since been shown to result in suboptimal performance by some of the chimpanzees (Kuhlmeier & Boysen, in press-a; Kuhlmeier et al., 1999). Consequently, performance for all chimpanzees in these pilot experiments was not significantly different from chance. The present experiment tested the chimpanzees using a slightly modified procedure.

**Method**

**Subjects**

Seven adult chimpanzees who participated in previous experiments using the scale-model task (Kuhlmeier & Boysen, in press-a; Kuhlmeier et al., 1999) served as subjects in the current study. The group consisted of 3 females (Abby, 26 years; Sarah, 40 years; and Sheba, 18 years) and 4 males (Bobby, 13 years; Darrell, 19 years; Digger, 11 years; and Kermit, 19 years). All but 2 of the chimpanzees (Abby and Digger) also had previous experience on a range of cognitive tasks (e.g., Boysen, Berntson, & Mukobi, 2001; Boysen, Mukobi, & Berntson, 1999).

**Materials**

The materials were similar to those we have described elsewhere (Kuhlmeier et al., 1999). All testing occurred in an outdoor enclosure (3.25 m × 5.48 m) that was made visually inaccessible from adjacent enclosures by canvas tarps hung on the mesh walls that separated the enclosures. The hiding sites in the model and room were perceptually unique plastic toys familiar to all of the subjects, and included a brown barrel, a large wooden cable spool, a pink children’s slide, and a blue trash-can lid. A 1:7 scale model of the outdoor area that contained miniature versions of the hiding sites was presented to individual subjects. A full-size empty plastic juice bottle was hidden in the outdoor enclosure in a different location on each trial, and a miniature version of the bottle was used for the hiding event in the model.

**Procedure**

In all conditions, a subject watched from an overhead chute as the experimenter placed a miniature version of a plastic juice bottle in one of the four hiding sites in the scale model. Next, the subject was given access to the outdoor enclosure, where an empty, full-size plastic juice bottle had been hidden in the analogous site. If the animals chose the correct site and retrieved the empty bottle on their first attempt, they were encouraged (through pointing, gesturing, and vocal requests) to trade the empty bottle
for a full bottle of juice, which they were permitted to drink. If they chose an incorrect site, they returned to the chute for the next trial. Each chimpanzee completed eight trials (two trials per hiding site and usually two trials per day) in each of three conditions. To control for order effects, we pseudorandomly assigned condition order across all subjects.

Conditions

In the color + shape condition, the spatial arrangements of the model and enclosure differed. On a given trial, for example, a chimpanzee might observe as the miniature bottle was hidden under the blue lid in the front left position of the model, but the comparable blue lid in the enclosure, which contained the hidden empty bottle, was located in the back left position. Consequently, individual color and shape cues of the objects were present, but spatial cues were discordant. Finding the bottle would indicate that the chimpanzee could recognize and rely on the correspondence between the color and shape of the miniature and full-size hiding sites, and thus did not require spatial-relational information.

In the position + shape condition, the hiding sites in the model and enclosure were configured in the same spatial arrangement. However, the objects at the analogous sites were not the same color. For example, if the bottle was hidden under the pink lid in the back left position of the model, the correct hiding site in the enclosure was the blue lid in the back left position. Thus, there was congruency between spatial cues and object shape cues in the model and the enclosure, but the object color cues did not correspond. A successful search under this condition would imply that the chimpanzee was able to recognize the hiding site’s shape, the spatial-position correspondences between the model and the enclosure, or both.

In the position + color condition, the hiding sites in the model and enclosure were in the same spatial arrangement, and colors of the individual hiding sites were consistent. However, the objects at the sites differed in shape. For example, if the hiding event in the model occurred in the rectangular, blue slide at the back left position of the scale model, the correct hiding site in the enclosure was the round, blue lid at the back left position in the enclosure. Thus, success under this condition would imply that the chimpanzee was able to recognize the hiding site’s color, the spatial-position correspondences between the model and the enclosure, or both.

Statistical analyses

For both Experiments 1 and 2, only bottle retrievals that occurred on the first search attempt were considered correct responses. All trials were videotaped, and the chimpanzees’ responses were also recorded by hand by a second experimenter who was naive to the hiding site in the model for each trial. Because of the modest N and to avoid violation of normality assumptions, we used nonparametric tests for all analyses, with alpha levels set at .05. To analyze individual responses, we adopted the following criterion. Performance was considered successful if a subject was correct on five out of eight trials. This criterion was adopted because five out of eight successful trials, with chance level equal to .25, constitutes a reliable, above-chance performance (binomial test, p < .05).

Results and Discussion

Under each condition, all but 2 of the chimpanzees (Abby and Digger) were able to find the hidden empty bottle at a level above chance. In each condition, each of these chimpanzees had five or more correct retrievals, p < .05 (Table 1). Similarly, at the group level, the chimpanzees were able to solve the task under all three conditions (sign tests, all medians ≥ 5 correct retrievals, p < .05). Mann-Whitney tests revealed no sex differences in any condition, and Friedman’s test revealed no difference in group performance among the conditions. There was also no difference in performance between the first and second half of trials, indicating consistent performance across the eight trials. In summary, under
conditions in which no spatial cues were present (color + shape), under conditions in which no object color cues were available (position + shape), and under conditions in which no object shape cues were available (position + color), the chimpanzees were able to solve the scale-model task.

The successful performance in all three conditions suggests that the chimpanzees recognized both the object and the spatial-relational correspondences between the model and the enclosure. In fact, the chimpanzees did not have difficulty switching from one condition to the other. That is, after completing eight trials under one condition, they frequently were able to correctly solve the first trial performed under the next condition (median number of correct first trials across chimpanzees was two first trials out of the three). Thus, the chimpanzees responded with flexibility to modifications of the object and spatial correspondences between the model and enclosure, suggesting that they were prepared to use these cues to solve the task.

Table 1. Number of correct responses for each chimpanzee in Experiments 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Color + shape</th>
<th>Position + shape</th>
<th>Position + color</th>
<th>Position only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abby</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheba</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobby</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darrell</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digger</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kermit</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Five successful trials out of eight, with chance level equal to 0.25, constitutes a reliable, above-chance performance (binomial test, p < .05).

EXPERIMENT 2

The chimpanzees were next tested under a condition in which object cues (color and shape) were simultaneously uninformative about the location of the hidden bottle, and thus, the subjects had to rely entirely on spatial cues. That is, the four hiding sites were identical in appearance, and success on the task required recognition of the relational correspondences between the model and its corresponding full-size space.

Method

The procedures were similar to those of Experiment 1; however, in Experiment 2, the enclosure contained four identical red plastic tubs that served as hiding sites, and the scale model contained miniature versions of the sites (position-only condition). Each chimpanzee received eight randomly ordered test trials (two trials per hiding site and typically two trials per day).

Results and Discussion

Two of the chimpanzees (Darrell and Kermit) were able to find the empty bottle on the first search attempt at levels significantly above chance (each had six correct retrievals, p < .05; see the position-only condition in Table 1). At the group level, the chimpanzees’ performance was above chance (sign test, median = 4 correct retrievals, p < .05), and Mann-Whitney tests revealed no sex differences in any condition. Thus, when object cues were removed and only spatial-relational cues reliably offered
information as to the location of the hidden bottle, the chimpanzees as a group were still able to solve the task. However, the individual performance of 3 subjects who were successful in Experiment 1 (Sarah, Sheba, Bobby) showed deterioration, and the performance of all the subjects except Darrell and Kermit dropped relative to their performance in previous studies in which both object and spatial cues were available (i.e., Kuhlmeier & Boysen, in press-a; Kuhlmeier et al., 1999). This suggests that these test conditions represented a more difficult task for some of the chimpanzees. On the whole, however, the results suggest that chimpanzees can recognize the spatial-relational correspondence between the hiding sites in the model and the real enclosure. Indeed, for 2 of the subjects, performance was no different from when object cues were available. Yet the results are similar to those with 3-year-old children (Blades & Cooke, 1994; Marzolf, 1996) in that for some chimpanzees this correspondence might not be as readily appreciated when object cues are absent as when they are present.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

The present experiments suggest that chimpanzees recognize both the object and the relational correspondences between a scale model and its referent, and can use these correspondences as sources of information for subsequent navigation within their environment. As a group, the chimpanzees were successful under all three conditions presented during Experiment 1, and at the individual level, 5 of the 7 chimpanzees performed significantly above chance level. That is, when no spatial cues were present (color + shape), when no object color cues were available (position + shape), and when no object shape cues were present (position + color), the chimpanzees were able to solve the scale-model task. It is important to note that successful searching under the color + shape condition demonstrated that chimpanzees were able to solve the task in the absence of spatial-relational cues and, thus, rely solely on object correspondences. However, these results do not necessarily imply that the chimpanzees did not use relational cues when they were present. Indeed, their success under the other two conditions of Experiment 1 suggests that they could also solve the task when object correspondences were not consistent, yet relational cues remained.

A possible argument against this interpretation is that the chimpanzees were solving the task under the position + color and position + shape conditions by relying on the one aspect of the object that remained congruent between the model and enclosure (color only for position + color and shape only for position + shape), and disregarding the spatial cues that were also available. This is unlikely for two reasons. First, the flexible manner in which the chimpanzees were able to switch from one condition to the other suggests that they also may have been relying on spatial cues. For example, a subject that completed testing under the position + shape condition followed by the position + color condition could not likely have shown immediate success in the latter condition if he or she were relying only on object cues. However, if the subject could flexibly rely on spatial cues as well, the observed rapid transfer of successful performance under the new condition would be possible. Second, as a group, the chimpanzees performed significantly above chance in Experiment 2, when only spatial cues provided information as to the location of the hidden bottle, suggesting that the chimps did recognize the relational correspondence between the two spaces. Indeed, 2 subjects performed above chance at the individual level. It is important to note that the performance of these 2 chimpanzees differed from that of 3-year-old children tested in a similar task (Blades & Cooke, 1994; Marzolf, 1996). Whereas 3-year-olds showed a performance decrement when object cues were completely absent, these 2 chimpanzees did not. This difference implies that there may be species differences in the sensitivity to relational correspondence in the scale-model task. However, 4 of the chimpanzees did show a decrement in performance, suggesting that further study is necessary to explore this possible species difference.

On the whole, however, the chimpanzees’ demonstrated sensitivity to both the object and the relational correspondences between the model and its referent appears very similar to the skills that emerge in
children by the age of 3 years. In search tasks using scale models and maps, children have demonstrated sensitivity to both of these cue sources (e.g., DeLoache et al., 1991; Huttenlocher et al., 1999; Marzolf et al., 1999). The present study shows that this ability extends to a nonverbal species, indicating that the recognition of both the object and the relational correspondences between a physical representation of space and its referent does not require spatial language. It will be informative to discover the limits on chimpanzees’ sensitivity to these cues, as well as instances in which one cue type may be more salient than the other. Additionally, examining when these abilities emerge in the young chimpanzee, and the types of spatial representations that chimpanzees may be able to understand, will help to elucidate the developmental trajectory of these capacities in this species and allow for further comparisons with human children.

**Notes**

1 The chimpanzees had many years of experience with trading objects in their enclosure for food rewards, and none had difficulty generalizing to the current task.

2 For purposes of generating data on interobserver reliability, a third experimenter who was also naive to the hiding sites viewed all videotapes and recorded the chimpanzees’ responses. These data were then compared with data collected by the second experimenter. Cohen’s Kappa statistic (\(K\)) was used as a measure of reliability between observers. Interobserver measures indicated strong agreement between observers for both experiments (\(K \geq .98\)).
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